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1Corinthians 12:1-7, 11-21 (NLT) 
 

As we begin a familiar sermon series for most of us, I feel a little like 

Paul, Jude, Peter, or John who say in their writings: “It’s no trouble 

for me to remind of these important teachings…” I am also feeling 

very secure in that, reminding you of what we studied, talked about, 

and acted on before regarding SHAPE, spiritual gifts, & being led into 

fruitful ministries is how Jesus describes Spirit’s work in us: “He will 

teach you everything & will remind you of everything I have told you”  

 So, let’s start with the basics. The acronym that comprises 

SHAPE stands for the main ingredients that make each of us fit 

perfectly with each other in this “body of Christ” called FBC Tyrone:  

S = spiritual gifts, H = heart passions, A = abilities, P = personality; & 

E = experiences. Again, these are not characteristics that qualify us 

for ministry – only regeneration by the Spirit does that!  Rather, the 

combination of these 5 ingredients speak to our own uniquenesses that 

translate into “one-of-a-kind” callings from God: He gifts us to follow 

Him into specific roles within distinct ministries to produce divine 

results. And the glory of our uniquenesses define us: both individually 

and the church as collectively: a unique combination of unique 

individuals to accomplish God’s will as Christ’s body here & now! 

  With that in mind, let’s read Paul’s overview statements con-

cerning spiritual gifts, ministries, & divine results in that order… 

1Cor 12:4) There are different kinds of spiritual gifts, but the same 

Spirit is the source of them all. 5) There are different kinds of service, 

but we serve the same Lord. 6) God works in different ways, but it is 

the same God who does the work in all of us. 7) A spiritual gift is given 

to each of us so we can help each other.  3 Truths sync together: 
  

1) Holy Spirit is the Source of all spiritual gifts (We Re-Source) 

     -He assigns SG’s based on current individual & body composition  

     -He operates SG/s in each of us according to our roles & ministry 

     -SG’s may not be permanent assignments; composition & ministry 

Illustration: Understanding SG is often clarified in ministry service! 
 

2) Lord Jesus calls us to serve in specific ministries (We Rely) 

     -Ministry efforts are identified by Jesus, not by church or members 

     -SG’s, operated by the Spirit, are what create/cause ministry effects 

     -Ministry efforts, like SG’s, are not permanent; body comp changes 

Illustration: Always a few members surprised by ministry leadings! 
 

3) Father produces Kingdom effects thru ministries (He Rewards) 

     -God produces results that solidify, support, progress K. on earth 

     -Results purify (reduce/cleanse – Jn 6) or grow Christ’s earthly K! 
     -God’s will achieved: SG (prophecy/know.) in ministry (preach/evangel) 

Illustration: Be encouraged by the fruit you do see (more you don’t!) 

 -As crops/fruit reproduce themselves, so do God’s works in us! 
 

The Trinity is involved in Creation, Salvation, & Kingdom building 

on earth! The Trinity works to solidify the individual members of His 

church as one body that functions seamlessly – each part with its 

unique makeup, specific calling, & irreplaceable ministry roles! 

      ILLUS: Use Paul’s human anatomy to illustrate Christ’s church! 

12) The human body has many parts, but the many parts make up one 

whole body. So it is with the body of Christ. 13) Some of us are Jews, 

some are Gentiles, some are slaves, and some are free (some are men, 

others women or children; some are Asian, Caucasian, Indian; some 

are Ausies, others Swedes or Danes; some speak Spanish, or French 

or Congolese.) But we (true Believers) have been baptized into one 

body by one Spirit, and we all share the same Spirit.  (water or Spirit?) 

 14) Yes, the body has many different parts, not just one part. 

(each part is different in shape, function, & effect!) 15) If the foot says, 

“I am not a part of the body because I am not a hand,” that does not 

make it any less a part of the body.  16) And if the ear says, “I am not 

part of the body because I am not an eye,” would that make it any less 

a part of the body? (our preferences of shape, function or effect are 

not our consideration!) 17) If the whole body were an eye, how would 

you hear? Or if your whole body were an ear, how would you smell 

anything? (Whether we realize it or not, each part is essential for the 

body (& church) to function properly – & the Trinity decides & defines 

our individual & collective SHAPE, ministry roles, & effects)  

 18) But our bodies have many parts, and God has put each 

part just where he wants it. (arranging & assembling us is His job, 

not ours! You may think you chose to join this church, but you 

simply responded to Spirit’s leading to do so! And when you joined, 

your SHAPE changed ours & determined the spiritual gift(s) the 

Holy Spirit would empower in you to allow the Father to produce the 

kingdom impact He wants thru the ministry(ies) into which Jesus 

leads us. 19) How strange a body would be if it had only one part!  

(even “Eye-guy” in Monsters, Inc, has more parts!) 20) Yes, there are 

many parts, but only one body. 21) The eye can never say to the hand, 

“I don’t need you.” The head can’t say to the feet, “I don’t need you.”  

(We’d never do that to each other because no matter how different we 
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are, Christ has given us all SAME immense value as parts of His body! 

    Finally, there is one more major tenant in this discussion of spiritual 

gifts, ministries, & divine effects: How do we know our spiritual gift 

assignments, the ministries into which we’re being led, and properly 

evaluate the kingdom impact of our collective ministry efforts?  

1) Now, dear brothers and sisters, regarding your question about the 

special abilities the Spirit gives us. I don’t want you to misunderstand 

this. 2) You know that when you were still pagans, you were led astray 

and swept along in worshiping speechless idols. 3) So I want you to 

know that no one speaking by the Spirit of God will curse Jesus, and 

no one can say Jesus is Lord (& mean it!), except by the Holy Spirit. 

 Paul contrasts our God with idols that were worshipped by 

these very members in their ignorance before they came to faith in 

Jesus by hearing & believing Spirit’s Living Voice in their hearts. The 

principal distinction: Living God communicates with/to/in His people! 

Salvation, sanctification, & ministry involve each Being of Trinity! 

     -The Father approved the plan to save mankind before Creation! 

     -The Son accomplished our salvation as a man on earth! 

     -The Spirit applies salv/sanct. in every Believer & works it out! 

Using SGs in ministry for kingdom results is critical in sanctification 
 

Relationship and Communication are vital between the Head, Christ, 

and us, His Body parts, so that we function properly giving evidence 

of God’s Life in & thru us in every aspect of our SHAPE, ministry 

functions, & kingdom impact! 

 ILLUS: Heather’s body is not acting normally b/c of spinal 

cord involvement: at this point, her mind is blocked from communicat-

ing effectively with her legs in a way that produces normal movement! 

We expect that this will improve (thank you all for praying, too!) 

There are possible explanations…but most importantly, her limited 

movement has not stifled her trust,  reliance, & friendship with God! 

In fact, her physical limits have empowered her spiritual vitality! 

 Just like Heather, we are often surprised by life – sometimes in 

ways that require remarkable resilience and the willingness to search 

beyond pain to find that God has never relinquished His “love-hold” 

on us! We are His treasures, His temple, His body – fitted together 

masterfully to accomplish His will among all the people He loves. 
 

How is God leading you through spiritual gifts  

into ministries by which He produces kingdom results? 
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